Many channels (e.g., the broadcast channels) require combined coding and modulation to approach capacity. Furthermore, it is often desirable to have a graceful degradation of informa-
tion rate with decreasing SNR. In these situations, codes over large alphabets are advantageous. In this work, we consider analog codes, whose alphabet is the real line R. Traditionally, decoding analog codes has been difficult. Herein, we introduce capacity-approaching codes defined on graphs along with a novel superposition strategy that admits infinitely many resolutions. This superposition strategy makes it possible to derive an efficient iterative decoder for our analog codes, based on the sum-product algorithm. The resulting coding scheme performs close to the Shannon capacity of a band-limited AWGN channel, over a wide range of SNRs. Furthermore, we construct bandwidth efficient codes by truncating analog codes, and find that these perform well in comparison to MPSK cutoff rates.
I. CODE CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE
Consider an analog source that draws values independently and uniformly from [--a, &) 
where st denotes the source output at time t . Clearly, $e,+. are Bemoulli RVs with p = 0.5. Let B be a positive integer (in the simplest case B = 1). For each i E {0,1, .. .}, form the sequence
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Using component binary codes, encode each X i (separately) into Yi. The real numbers ~j = fw({yo,j,y1,j,...}) are transmitted over the channel, where yj,j is the j-th term of Y i and
This map may be seen as a special form of a superposition [l] . We prove that the output r of the analog encoder described m i=l ticular if tu = 3/4, then r is distributed uniformly in [-& 4) .
Let C(p,, ,7) denote the Shannon capacity of an additivenoise channel with a noise pdf of pn7 (n), at an output SNR of y.
Then z7,,,, = f-r + n7 is the combined noise affecting the most signi cant coded bit. For an AWGN channel We show that at an output SNR of y, using only channel codes designed for binary-input real-output channels, it is possible to achieve an MSE distortion of B.10 loglo(l-w) dB with a bandwidth expansion factor N = B/C(pg,,w, w7/( l+(l-w)7)), for L b 3 , W C u a # .-.................... . 
PRACTICAL ANALOG CODES ON GRAPHS
As a verification of the code construction and decoding procedure, we employed as component binary code, the repeataccumulate (RAm, m = 2) codes of 131. This choice allows the use of a factor graph based sum-product algorithm (SPA) at the decoder. Note that any other good graph-based code could be employed. In Fig. l(d) , the chaos codes of [2], analog codes, and the AWGN channel capacity are compared. The new RA analog codes perform close to the capacity limit. Motivated by these results, we investigated the performance of truncated analog codes and RA codes over Z 2~ in Fig.l(e) . Such codes seem promising candidates for bandwidth efficient systems. 
